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Fee Schedule Policy 

 

Thank you for choosing Nile Orthopedic and Rehabilitation Association, Inc as your provider. Our 

practice implements no discrimination fee schedule policy. That means we bill all our patients the 

with same rate for service and give them access to the same billing benefits in compliance with 

insurance policies and State law. 

 

Our billing is based on CPT-codes (Current procedure terminology). Each procedure or service has 

a code. Medicare has adopted a fee schedule for each CPT-code depending on the location of 

service. Our practice bills all patients and insurance companies 3 times the Medicare fee schedule 

for each CPT- code.  

 

Though our billing is standardized, the reimbursement we receive is not the same form all payers. 

Reimbursement can vary due to different contracts offered by insurance companies to our practice, 

each insurance company has different plans with different coverages and benefits, Out and In-

network benefits. All these variables can affect the amount of reimbursement we receive from 

different payers. 

  

Our practice offers a discounted price for services if we receive payments before (deposit) or at time 

of service. Our discounted price is 2 times Medicare rates. We offer this option to all our patients. 

This option is recommended for patients with no health insurance coverage, if the insurance plan 

doesn’t cover the service provided or if our office is not contracted with your insurance. If you have 

health insurance, we highly recommend checking with your insurance plan before utilizing this option. 

If our practice is contracted with your health insurance as In-network provider, this option may violate 

your insurance policy and is not recommended. Our office will follow your insurance policy rules. You 

will be required to sign a waiver not to bill your insurance company for these services.  

 

 

Thank You 
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